
SWOT OF BURGER KING

Burger Kingâ€™s ability to keep its position as one of the biggest players in the quick service/fast food restaurant
industry is partly based on the business strategic balance shown in this SWOT analysis. The SWOT analysis model
examines the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and.

New customers from online channel â€” Over the past few years the company has invested vast sum of money
into the online platform. There are federal, state and local regulatory and licensing bodies that oversee these
areas and the level of oversight has increased a lot overtime. By not following safety standards, health codes,
and sanitation requirements, it could force Burger King to close. Innovation many times becomes difficult
because it becomes difficult to bring synchronization across the entire system. Both India and China are major
markets that offer great financial opportunities for the brand. P Political is factors like trade restriction,
environment regulations, tax policy, and employment laws that Burger King will have to comply.
Weaknesses: Overreliance on franchise model â€” Overreliance on the franchise model has its own problems.
Apart from it, there are several local brands too that compete with Burger King in the various local markets.
For example new coffee machine which will give Burger King a competitive edge. Threats Burger King
Facing - External Strategic Factors Intense competition â€” Stable profitability has increased the number of
players in the industry over last two years which has put downward pressure on not only profitability but also
on overall sales. McDonalds already has a heavy presence in the country with its nearly establishments. This is
one of the major limitations of SWOT analysis. The external strategic factors that limit or reduce business
performance are shown in this part of the SWOT analysis. It has invested a lot of money to conduct marketing
campaigns that are bold and innovative. International presence â€” Its international presence is also a key
strength for Burger King. It provided an evaluation window but not an implementation plan based on strategic
competitiveness of Burger King SWOT is a static assessment - analysis of status quo with few prospective
changes. To compete with the brand, it would need to increase its presence further. In Franchisees voted twice
against the new promotions. High attrition rate in work force â€” compare to other organizations in the
industry Burger King has a higher attrition rate and have to spend a lot more compare to its competitors on
training and development of its employees. According to some analysts, Burger King can further grow in these
countries. Need more investment in new technologies. Jackson, S. Oct 15, Kiesha Frue Burger King is a fast
food restaurant now available on demand. Burger King faces the threat of aggressive competition worldwide.
Weaknesses of Burger King Lack of customer loyalty Fast food industry is highly competitive. It constantly
focuses on franchising in best practices and food innovation for attracting customers and market share.
Between and , Burger King targeted large products that carried large amounts of unhealthy fats to male
demographic. These strengths not only help it to protect the market share in existing markets but also help in
penetrating new markets. Years ago, Burger King sought to increase their brand awareness through a series of
simple games. In one way, this is a strength for the company. Recent Articles. Prices have jumped within the
last few years. Affordable pricing of these food products is also an important strength of the brand. The patties
contain no preservatives or additives Burger King Corporation,  SWOT analysis may lead the firm to
overemphasize a single internal or external factor in formulating strategies. Customers are concerned for
quality and convenience and the brands are investing in these things as well as marketing to remain
competitive and profitable. The expansion has helped the organization to build new revenue stream and
diversify the economic cycle risk in the markets it operates in. Organization structure is only compatible with
present business model thus limiting expansion in adjacent product segments. Increasing trend toward
isolationism in the American economy can lead to similar reaction from other government thus negatively
impacting the international sales. Their contributions to the advertising funds managed by Burger King ranges
from 3. Controversies Although franchising has a good number of advantages, it has some limitations as well.


